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FORM A 

 

 

 
IN THE COURT OF ADDL SESSIONS JUDGE(FTC), 

SONITPUR, TEZPUR 
 

Present: Sri SK Ghosh, AJS,  
                         Addl Sessions Judge(FTC), 

                                Sonitpur, Tezpur. 
 
 

[Date of the Judgment] 

30-05-2022 
 

 
[Sessions Case No 146 /2019] 

 
(Details of FIR/ Crime and Police Station) 

 
 

 
Complainant : 

STATE OF ASSAM 

OR 

Smti Gita Bhumij.  
w/o Sri Monim Bhumij. 
Of Sopai Bhutia-ali under Dhekiajuli PS. 

 

 
REPRESENTED BY 

 

 
Learned Addl P.P. Mr. A Baruah. 

 
 

 
ACCUSED PERSON 

1. Sri Ananta Bhumij. 

Son of- Lt. Fagu Bhumij.  

Resident of Vill- Sopai Bhutia Ali. 

P.S.- Dhekiajuli. 

District- Sonitpur. 

 
REPRESENTED BY 

 
Mr Arabinda Das, Learned Advocate. 
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FORM B 

 

Date of Offence 23-07-2016 

Date of FIR. 24-07-2016 

Date of Charge-sheet 31-08-2016 

Date of Framing of Charges 09-09-2019 

Date of commencement of evidence 22-10-2019 

Date on which judgment is reserved NIL 

Date of the Judgment 30-05-2022 

Date of the Sentencing Order, if any NIL 

 

 

 

Accused Details 

 
 
 
 
Rank of 

the 

Accused 

 
 
 

 
Name of 

Accused 

 
 
 

 
Date of 

Arrest 

 
 
 

Date of 

Release 

on Bail 

 
 
 
Offences 

charged 

with 

 
 

Whether 

Acquitted 

or 

convicted 

 
 
 

 
Sentence 

Imposed 

 
Period

 of 

Detention 

undergone 

during Trial 

for purpose 

of Section 

438,Cr.P.C. 

 

 
Day 

Labour 

 

 

Sri Ananta 
Bhumij 

 

 
24-07-16, 

 

 

 
29-09-16, 

 

 
Section 

323/307 
of IPC. 

 
 

Acquitted 

 
 

NIL 

 

 
67 day 
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Form C 

 
LIST OF PROSECUTION/DEFENCE/COURT WITNESSES 

 

A.  Prosecution 

 

 
RANK 

 

 
NAME 

NATURE OF EVIDENCE 

(EYE WITNESS, POLICE WITNESS, 

EXPERT WITNESS, MEDICAL WITNESS, 

PANCH WITNESS, OTHER WITNESS) 

PW1 Smti Gita Bhumij Complainant/Informant. 

PW2 Smti Rina Bhumij Other Witness. 

PW3 Sri Monim Bhumij 
Other Witness. 

PW4 Sri Sunil Kora Other Witness. 

PW5 Sri Nilutpal Bhuyan Police Witness (I/O). 

 
 
 
 

B. Defence Witnesses, if any: 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

RANK 

 
 

NAME 

NATURE OF EVIDENCE 

(EYE WITNESS, POLICE WITNESS, 

EXPERT WITNESS, MEDICAL WITNESS, 

PANCH WITNESS, OTHER WITNESS) 

NIL NIL NIL 
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C. Court Witnesses, if any: 
 

 
 

 
RANK 

 
 

 
NAME 

NATURE OF EVIDENCE 

(EYE WITNESS, POLICE WITNESS, 

EXPERT WITNESS, MEDICAL WITNESS, 

 
PANCH WITNESS, OTHER WITNESS) 

NIL NIL NIL 

 

LIST OF PROSECUTION/ DEFENCE/ COURT EXHIBITS 

A. Prosecution: 

 
Sr. No Exhibit Number Description 

1 P. Ext -1/PW-1 Ejahar. 

2 P.Ext-2/PW-2 Seizure list. 

3 P.Ext-3/PW-5 Extract copy of GD Entry 

4 P.Ext-4/PW-5 Sketch map. 

5 P.Ext-5, Ext.P.6/PW-5 Charge sheet & Injury Report 

 
 

B. Defence: 

 
Sr. No Exhibit Number Description 

NIL NIL Nil 
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C. Court Exhibits 

 
 

 

D. Material Objects: 
 

 

 

Sr. No 

 

Material Object Number 

 

Description 

NIL NIL 
NIL 

 

 

J U D G M E N T 

1. In this case accused Sri Ananta Bhumij is put for trial for 

the allegation of charge under Section 323/307 of the IPC. 

2. Brief fact of the prosecution case is that on 24-10-2016 one 

Gita Bhumij lodged an ejahar in Rakhyasmari Out Post stating 

inter alia that on 23-10-2016 at 11.30 pm accused Ananta Bhumij 

gave a dao blow on the head of the mother of informant namely 

Smti Rupa Bhumij intending to kill her and thereby caused 

grievous injury. The injured is admitted in serious condition and 

treated at TMCH. 

 
Sr. No 

 
Exhibit Number 

 
Description 

Nil Nil Nil 
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3. On receipt of the ejahar, the then I/C of Rakhyasmari 

Police Out Post made a G.D. Entry vide G.D.Entry No.389 dated 

24-07-2016 and forwarded the ejahar to the OC, Dhekiajuli PS for 

registering a police case and took immediate steps in the case as 

the prevailing circumstances of the case demanded. 

4. On receipt of the ejahar from the I/C Rakhyasmari Out 

Post, the then O/C of Dhekiajuli Police Station registered a police 

case being Dhekiajuli P.S Case No.495/2016 u/s.326/307 IPC and 

endorsed to SI of police namely Nilutpal Bhuyan of Rakhyasmari 

police out post for investigation. 

 

5. After endorsed the I.O visited the P.O, drew sketch map 

of the P.O, examined witnesses, prepared seizure list, collected 

the medical report, arrested the accused person and forwarded 

to the Court and after completion of investigation submitted 

charge sheet against the above named accused person u/s 

323/307 IPC for facing trial. 

 

6. On being furnishing copies by the learned Addl.C.J.M, 

Sonitpur, Tezpur being Eleka Magistrate, under section-207 

Cr.P.C. committed the case in compliance with the provision laid 

down u/s.209 of Cr.P.C to the learned court of Sessions for trial 

as the offence punishable u/s.323/307 IPC are exclusively triable 

by the Court of Sessions. Thereafter this case was made over by 

the learned Sessions Judge, Sonitpur,Tezpur to this court for 

disposal. 

 

7. On appearance of the accused before this court, formal 

charges under section 323/307 IPC has been framed upon 
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perusal of the materials available on record and hearing the 

learned counsel for both sides by my learned predecessor. 

Charges so framed has been explained and read-over to the 

accused to which he pleaded not guilty and stand for trial.  

 

8. The learned Additional P.P opened the case before this 

court describing the charges brought against the accused and 

stating by what evidence he proposes to prove the guilt of the 

accused. 

 

9. During the course of trial prosecution has examined as 

many as may as five witnesses including the IO of this case. 

After completion of the evidence of the prosecution side, accused 

has been examined u/s.313 Cr.P.C. The defence plea is of total 

denial and the accused has declined to adduce any evidence for 

his defence. 

 

POINTS FOR DETERMINATION 

 

(1) Whether the accused Ananta Bhumij on 

23.07.2016 at about 11.30 pm(night) , at Sopai Bhutia-ali 

under Dhekiajuli P.S, did an act with such intention or 

knowledge and under such circumstances, that, if by that 

act the accused had caused the death of the mother of 

informant by strangulating her and the accused would 

have been guilty of murder(and that the accused caused 

hurt to the mother of informant by the said act) and 

thereby committed an offence punishable u/s 307 of IPC? 

 (2) Whether the accused Ananta Bhumij, on the 

same date time and place voluntarily caused hurt to the 
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mother of informant and thereby committed an offence 

punishable u/s 323 of IPC? 

 

DECISION AND REASONS FOR THE DECISION : 

 

10. I have heard argument advanced by the learned counsel 

for both sides and also have meticulously gone through the 

evidence on record. 

Point No.1 and 2 . 

 

11. For the convenience of discussion and appreciation of 

evidence both the points are taken together. 

12. Geeta Bhumiz (PW-1) has stated that she is the informant. 

She knows the accused Ananta Bhumiz, he is her brother-in-law. 

The incident took place about 3 (three) years back in the house 

of her mother at night. At around 11:00 PM her mother was 

sitting in the veranda of the house. Then the accused came and 

in order to cut bettle nut, pulled out a dao which was kept fixed 

between the frame of the shed of veranda. The dao fell on the 

person of her mother and she started shouting. She came out 

and noticed blood coming out from the side of forehead of her 

mother and there was a cut injury. She called the villagers and 

ambulance. Her husband took her mother to the hospital for 

treatment. Her mother took treatment for the injury for about 3 

(three) months. She brought back her mother after she was 

discharged. Ext. 1 is the FIR and Ext. 1 (1) is her signature. 

13. At this stage prosecution declared the witness hostile and 

cross examined the witness and during cross examination by the 

prosecution she has stated that after about one year of the 
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incident her mother died. During investigation police seized the 

dao. Ext. 2 is the seizure list. She put her thumb impression in 

the seizure list. She has denied all the suggestions thrown by the 

prosecution. 

14. During cross examination by defence she has stated that 

generally they go to bed after dinner at around 8:30 PM. In the 

night of occurrence her mother called them for a feast which was 

organized prior to paddy cultivation. Everybody consumed liquor 

during the feast. Her mother also consumed liquor and after 

taking dinner, she was sitting in the verandah. What happened 

outside the house, she is not aware because they were inside 

the house. After receiving injury, her mother shouted “Marle, 

Marle” and thereafter they came out. Hearing the commotion, 

the nearby peoples came. Noticing the people, accused fled 

away to his house fearing assault. As the accused fled away, 

everybody suspected, the accused to be the assailant. They 

came to know later on that accused did not inflict the injury 

intentionally, but, it was an accident. Today she has spoken the 

fact in the Court and not concealed anything. Victim Rupa 

Bhumij was her mother. Today, she has not seen the dao which 

was seized by the police. 

15. Smti Rina Bhumiz (PW-2) in her evidence stated that 

informant is her sister. Accused is her husband. The incident 

took place about two years ago at night. The incident took place 

in the house of her mother. A feast was organized by her mother 

in connection with starting paddy cultivation. After dinner, they 

were inside the house. Her mother came out to the verandah 

and then, a dao felt on her forehead. Her husband pulled the 

dao which was kept on the shed of the verandah and the same 
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fell down and caused injury on the forehead of her mother. 

Hearing the sound of her mother, they came out. They noticed 

the injury and sent her mother to the hospital for treatment. 

16. At this stage the witness is declared hostile by the 

prosecution and during cross examination by the prosecution, 

she has stated that during investigation police seized the dao. 

Ext. 2 is the seizure list. She put her thumb impression in the 

seizure list. She has denied all the suggestions thrown by the 

prosecution. 

17. Monim Bhumiz (PW-3) has stated in his evidence that 

informant is his wife. Accused is his brother-in-law. The incident 

took place about 2/3 years ago at night. His mother-in-law 

organized a feast in connection with starting paddy cultivation. 

After dinner, they were inside the house. His mother-in-law came 

out to the veranda and pulled out the dao which was kept on the 

shed of the veranda for cutting betel nut and the same fell down 

and caused injury on her forehead. Hearing the sound of his 

mother-in-law, they came out. They noticed the injury and sent 

her to the hospital for treatment. 

18. At this stage the witness is declared hostile by the 

prosecution and he has denied all the suggestions thrown by the 

prosecution. 

19. During cross examination by defence he has stated that 

today he has spoken the fact in the Court and not concealed 

anything. He did not give statement before police as suggested 

by learned Addl PP today. He does not know what is written by 

the police. The victim was his mother-in-law. He has not stated 

falsely in order to save his brother-in-law.  
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20. Sunil Kora (PW-4) in his evidence stated that he knows 

the informant. The informant is his sister-in-law and the accused 

is his brother-in-law. The incident took place about three years 

ago at night. His mother-in-law organized a feast in connection 

with starting paddy cultivation. After dinner, they were inside the 

house. Her mother-in-law came out to the verandah and pulled 

out the dao which was kept on the shed of the verandah for 

cutting betel nut and the same fell down and caused injury on 

her forehead. Hearing the sound of his mother-in-law, they came 

out. They noticed the injury and sent her to the hospital for 

treatment. 

21. At this stage the witness is declared hostile by the 

prosecution and he has denied all the suggestions thrown by the 

prosecution. 

22. During cross examination by defence he has stated that 

today he has spoken the fact in the Court and not concealed 

anything. He did not give statement before police as suggested 

by learned Addl P.P. today. He does not know what is written by 

the police. The victim was his mother-in-law. He has not stated 

falsely in order to save his brother-in-law. 

23. Nilutpol Bhuyan (PW-5,I/O) in his evidence stated that on 

24-07-2016,he was serving as S.I of Assam Police and posted in 

the capacity of I/C, Rakhyasmari Police Out Post under Dhekiajuli 

PS. On that day at about 1.30 am, one Ananta Bhumij 

surrendered at Rakhyasmari Police Out Post with a blood stained 

dao and apprised him being In-charge of the Out Post that said 

Ananta Bhumij given a blow with the said dao on the head of his 

mother-in-law. On the basis of the surrender of AnantaBhumij a 

GD Entry vide GD Entry No. 382 dated 24-07-2016 has been 
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made at Rakhyasmati Police Out Post. Ext. P.3 is the extract 

copy of GD Entry No. 382 dated 24-07-2016 wherein Ext. P.3(1) 

is his signature. Thereafter, on the basis of GD Entry No. 382 

dated 24-07-2016, statement of said Ananta Bhumij has been 

recorded and kept the blood stained dao in safe custody on 

being handed over by Ananta Bhumij. Subsequent thereto he 

went to the PO and on arrival at the PO he came to know that 

the victim Rupa Bhumij has already been taken to Sapoi T.E 

Hospital for medical treatment. Accordingly he went to Sapoi T.E 

Hospital and on arrival there he found the condition of the victim 

was critical and as such he called in 108 ambulance and thereby 

sent the victim to TMCH for her better treatment. At morning 

one Gita Bhumij lodged a written ejahar at Rakhyasmari Police 

Out Post. On received of the ejahar he made GD Entry No. 389 

dated 24-07-2016 and forwarded the ejahar to the then O/C, 

Dhekiajuli PS namely Inspector Dharma Kanta Borah who on 

received of the ejahar, registered Dhekiajuli P.S Case No. 

495/2016 u/s 326/307 of IPC and endorsed him for completing 

the investigation. Ext.P.1(2) is the G.D Entry No. 389 dated 24-

07-2016 of Rakhyasmari Out Post wherein Ext. P.1(3) is his 

signature. Ext.P.1(4) is the endorsement of the then OC of 

Dhekiajulli PS wherein Ext. P.1(5) is the signature of Inspector 

Dharma Kanta Borah which he knows from official 

correspondence. On endorsement of the case, he has visited the 

PO once again, drew rough sketch map of the PO, examined the 

witnesses, seized the blood stained dao being the weapon of 

offence. Thereafter, he has arrested accused Ananta Bhumij and 

forwarded him to the Court.Ext.P.4 is the rough sketch map of 

the PO wherein Ext.P.4(1) is  his signature. Ext.2 is the seizure 
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list wherein Ext.2(2)  is his signature. After two days while the 

victim was stable, he has recorded her statement at TMCH and 

collected injury report of the victim from TMCH. M.O.1 is the 

seized dao which has been handed over to him by the accused 

Ananta Bhumij at Rakhyasmari police Out Post. After completion 

of investigation, he found prima facie case against the accused 

Ananta Bhumij u/s 323/307 of IPC and accordingly, laid charge 

sheet under said sections of penal law against accused Ananta 

Bhumij for facing trial. Ext.P.5 is the charge sheet wherein 

Ext.P.5(1) is his signature. 

24. He has recorded the statement of witness Gita 

Bhumij(PW1), Rina Bhumij(PW2), Monim Bhumij(PW3) & Sunil 

Kora(PW4).  

25. PW1 Gita Bhumij stated before him that “quarrel took 

place between my mother and accused outside the house and I 

was inside the house and after hearing the shout of my mother 

we came out and saw injury on her head and my mother 

informed us that Ananta stabbed her with a dao and caused 

injury and fled away.” 

26. PW2 Rina Bhumij stated before him that “quarrel took 

place between my mother and my husband outside the 

house(courtyard) and I was inside the house and after hearing 

the shout of my mother we came out and saw injury on her head 

and my mother informed us that my husband stabbed her with a 

dao and caused injury and fled away.” 

27. PW3 Monin Bhumij stated before him that “quarrel took 

place between my mother-in-law and accused outside the 

house(courtyard) and I was inside the house and after hearing 

the shout of my mother-in-law we came out and saw injury on 
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her head and my mother-in-law informed us that accused 

stabbed her with a dao and caused injury and fled away.” 

28. PW4 Sunil Kora stated before him that “quarrel took place 

between my mother-in-law and accused outside the 

house(courtyard) and I was inside the house and after hearing 

the shout of my mother-in-law we came out and saw injury on 

her head and my mother-in-law informed us that accused 

stabbed her with a dao and caused injury and fled away.” 

29. During cross examination he has stated that he did not 

send seized dao to FSL for examination. He has collected injury 

report of the victim. Ext.P.6 is the said injury report wherein it is 

mentioned that the victim sustained injury on the right side of 

her forehead. Description of dao is not mentioned in the seizure 

list. Witnesses Gita Bhumij, Rina Bhumij, Monim Bhumij and 

Sunil Kora told him that at the time of the incident, they were 

available inside the house.The statements of witnesses recorded 

u/s 161 of CrPC, are alike with each other.  

30. From the evidence above it appears that PWs-1 and 2 are 

the daughters whereas PWs-3 and 4 are the sons-in-law of the 

victim but all the witnesses turned hostile. According to PWs-1 

and 2 while their mother was sitting in the veranda of their 

house the accused went there and in order to cut betel nut the 

accused pulled out a dao which was kept fixed between the 

frame of the shed of veranda and the said dao fell down on the 

person of their mother and thereby their mother sustained injury 

in the forehead and after hearing shouting of their mother they 

came out of the house and saw the injury and thereafter their 

mother had been  taken to hospital and treated there. Whereas 

PWs-3 and 4 have stated that their mother-in-law(victim) after 
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dinner came out to the veranda and pulled out the dao which 

was kept on the shed of the veranda for cutting betel nut and 

the same fell down and caused injury on her forehead and 

hearing the sound of their mother-in-law they came out and saw 

the injury and thereafter sent the victim to hospital for treatment. 

So, the evidence of PWs-1 and 2 bears clear contradiction with 

the evidence of PWs-3 and 4 in respect of pulling out the dao by 

the accused and victim. However, there is corroboration in the 

evidence of PWs-1 to 4 too so far sustaining injury by the victim 

on being fell down the dao on her person. But there is no 

evidence from the part of PWs-1 to 4 in respect of inflicting 

injury to the victim by the accused voluntarily. 

31. Moving to the evidence of the I/O it appears that 

according to the I/O the accused surrendered before him with a 

blood stained dao being the then I/C of Rakhyasmari police out 

post stating that he has given a blow with the said dao to his 

mother-in-law. But there is no direct evidence from any of the 

prosecution witnesses that the accused given dao blow to the 

victim. Further during examination u/s.313 Cr.P.C, the accused 

clearly denied of giving dao blow to the victim and has stated 

that he is innocent and has not assaulted his mother-in-law. On 

the other hand defence elicited from the I/O during cross 

examination that all the witnesses told him that at the time of 

the incident, they were available inside the house which also 

finds corroboration from the evidence of the PWs-1 to 4 and so 

also from their statements recorded u/s.161 Cr.P.C in as much as 

in the statements of the witnesses recorded u/s.161 Cr.P.C, they 

have stated that after hearing the shouting of the victim, they 

came out of the house and the victim told them the accused 
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assaulted her. But the victim is no more and none of the 

witnesses examined by the prosecution have stated that they 

have seen the incident with their own eyes or anybody reported 

them about the incident rather they have belied the story of the 

prosecution. Consequently there is no direct evidence available 

on record as to how the victim sustained injury. 

32. From the above discussion, it follows that there is no iota 

of evidence implicating the accused for commission of the 

alleged offences of the case in hand. So, prosecution case has no 

legs to stand. 

33. For the reasons discussed herein above, I am of the 

considered opinion that the prosecution miserably failed to prove 

it’s case and on that count the accused deserves clean acquittal.  

34. Accordingly the accused is acquitted from the charges of 

this case and set him at liberty forthwith. 

35. Bail bond extended for six months. 

 

36. Seized articles be destroyed in due course of law.  

37. Judgment is pronounced and delivered in the open Court 

preparing on separate sheets and the same is tagged with the 

case record.  

38. Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this 30th  

day of May,2022 at Sonitpur, Tezpur. 

 

                                               (S.K. Ghosh) 
     Addl Sessions Judge(FTC), 
            Sonitpur,Tezpur. 
 

 


